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Upcoming US-Japan HTS/LTS Hybrid Magnet Test and it’s Wider Benefit to Magnet Science and to MDP

- Main goals of the upcoming US-Japan test:
  - Examine ceramic insulation on HTS tape in high field magnets
  - Test high field HTS/LTS hybrid dipole magnet
  - Field error (magnetization) studies with the orientation of tape
- All above are relevant to MDP and hence the reason for its interest
- In addition, MDP is (or should be) interested in wider magnet science, so that these results can applied more widely, such as:
  - Understanding the test results and validating the models
  - There is an interest in operating HTS at higher temperature
- A range of BNL programs (magnet designs and experimental studies) in past decades have been doing that. Examples follow with a proposal for MDP to support additional tests of these coils
Key Features of Various HTS/LTS Hybrid Programs

- **PBL STTR**: 8.7 T, HTS coils in common coil configuration with field perpendicular to wide face of HTS tape.

- **MDP**: 12.3 T, two HTS coils in two bores, both with field parallel to wide face of HTS tape (one NI, another insulated).

- **US-Japan (upcoming)**: Potentially even higher field, two identical HTS coils in two bores - one primarily field parallel and another primarily field perpendicular configuration. KEK coils used 4 mm wide tape (PBL & MDP used 12 mm).
Work Performed Under US Programs

Comparison between Field Perpendicular and Field Parallel Magnetization @2T Dipole Field

Field perpendicular (2016)

Additional field from the HTS coils in up and down ramp (Field from LTS coil subtracted)

Order of magnitude reduction in the magnetization when the field is primarily parallel to the HTS tape

A large remnant field (~0.2 T) due to magnetization in tape

Both coils have the same Nomex insulation but 12 mm wide tape from different sources

Amount of trapped field relates to the field errors to be expected in the HTS Magnets

Encouraging Results:
- HTS coils were ramped to quench, just like LTS coils
- HTS coils had no training, no degradation despite "several quenches"
- Significant demonstration. 8.7 T was the highest field HTS/LTS hybrid dipole magnet at that time (2016)
  - Performance limited by the leads (not by the coils)

Test sequence:
- Nb₃Sn ramped to 8 kA (~8 T)
- HTS ramped to 950 A
- Nb₃Sn ramped to quench (~10 kA) creating a record ~12.3 T hybrid field (~3 T from HTS)

Reported at MT25
Intermediate structure removes the local stress/strain concentration which may have limited Nb₃Sn coils in the MDP from getting higher field.

- HTS coils with intermediate structure were inserted in common coil and made two trips to cold test. The hybrid test was not performed.

- Similar structure in US-Japan test, with smaller coils (another attempt).
Two identical HTS insert coils from KEK in two apertures of the BNL common coil dipole:

- One Bore: field primarily parallel
- Another bore: field primarily perpendicular

Systematic experimental studies:

- Expect (a) significantly higher current in HTS coils, and (b) significantly lower magnetization in field parallel orientation as compared to the field perpendicular.
- This test should provide a variety of useful experimental data on hybrid magnets and on using HTS in accelerators.
12 mm wide HTS Tape Coil Tests at 77 K (PBL STTR) (details for US-Japan tests to be presented by Febin)

Test Sequence of HTS Coils at 77 K

0 → 25 → 0 → 50 → 0 → 75 → 0, ...

Trapped Field in HTS Coil after Previous Excitation
(measured field at zero current in HTS coil, 77 K)
12 mm wide HTS Tape Coil Tests (PBL STTR)

Two Successive Runs to 200 Amp (77 K)

Significant difference between 1st and 2nd run; reduced difference between subsequent runs

Large trapped field (~0.2 T or ~10%)

Exponential decay
Importance of Quantifying Performance of HTS Coils with Field Angle in the Magnet

• Performance of HTS tape and the field errors created by HTS coils depends strongly on the field angle. We must quantify it via experiments and extrapolates in various conditions via models.

• It has been known for a while that you can design HTS/LTS magnets to take advantage of this (or suffer from the consequences). PBL has a patent on it – it helps it in making its commercialization case.

• Others, including CERN and Texas A&M, have developed special designs to take advantage of it.
US-Japan Studies to Measure the Impact of Changing Screening Currents as a Function of Position & Time

- Locations of Hall probes (marked by X)

- Screening currents change as a function of field and field angle.
- This should impact the local field distribution.
- Field configuration is different for Hall probes at two ends (dipole + solenoid).

- Bill Sampson measured the change in field over time, mostly with one Hall probe at the center.
- Several Hall probes will take those studies to the next level!
Can Trapped Field be Removed by Transient Cycle? (Recent 77K US-Japan test, see more by Febin)

Coil 2: Power Trip

Trapped fields before trip

Near zero trapped fields after trip

Hall Probe signals during Power Trip
Wider Magnet Science Program for Developing Accelerator Magnets

Technical research work that we need to do to evaluate if HTS or HTS/LTS hybrid magnets are viable for accelerators:

- Field quality
- Operation at higher temperature
- Quench protection, …
Now we are doing magnetization measurements which are less expensive and with some modeling give some indication of what will be the impact in accelerator magnets.
HTS Magnet Programs with Wide Operating Range

- BNL HTS programs covered wide operating range and magnet type
  - High Field HTS/LTS hybrid dipole @4K
  - SMES solenoid (12.5 T@27K, 25 T @4K)
  - Medium field FRIB quad (1G: 30K-40K, 2G 40-50K)
  - Many more (Please visit:  https://wpw.bnl.gov/rgupta/)

- We are proposing MDP to support medium temperature (>4 K) tests as there has been recent interest in operating HTS coils at higher temps. They should also validate new promising models

- Examples follow to help elevate some concerns
Connection from the bottom of the leads at top-hat to the coil with HTS tape (backed by copper) to allow testing in a wide temperature range.
HTS Magnet Tests with Wide Operating Range (SMES)

Connection from the bottom of the leads at top-hat to the coil with HTS tape (backed by copper) to allow testing in a wide temperature range.
HTS Magnet Tests with Wide Operating Range (FRIB)

Summary of First Generation HTS Quad Tests

- Two Coils
- Four Coils
- Six Coils
- Twelve Coils

Temperature (K)

Current (μA/cm²)

Operation over a large temperature range - only possible with HTS

Large Temperature Margins (only possible with HTS)

Design Current:
- SuperPower Coil: 210 A
- ASC Coil: 310 A

(50K, 375A)
(+21% in Iₗ & +12 K in Tₑ)

(60K, 240A)
(+14% in Iₗ & +22 K in Tₑ)

Provides robust operation against local and global heat loads
Testing Models Over Wide Operating Range

HTS tape performance and dependence on field angle varies by about an order of magnitude over the operating range. This provides a good challenges and test of the computer model. We need experimental data to test and validate the models.

Modelling the Magnetization in HTS Tape

T-A formulation:
\[
\begin{align*}
\nabla \times (\mu_{\text{HTS}} \nabla \times T) + \frac{\partial B}{\partial t} &= 0 \\
\n\nabla \times B - \mu_0 I &= 0 \\
\vec{j} &= \nabla \times \vec{T}, \quad \vec{B} = \mathcal{V} \times \vec{A}
\end{align*}
\]

Resistivity of HTS film:
\[
\rho_{\text{HTS}} = \frac{E_c}{L_c(T-B \cdot 0)} \left[ \int \vec{J} \cdot (T - B \cdot 0) \right]^{\eta-1}
\]

N value is fixed at 45

Boundary condition:
\[
I_t = \int \vec{j} \, da = \int \nabla \times \vec{T} \, da = \oint (\vec{T}_1 - \vec{T}_2) \delta
\]

Benchmark

- Compared the simulation results with the measurements done at the BNL
- Trapped field measured at 4.2K
- Simulation is very close to the measurement
- Slightly differences are considered as the critical surface of ReBSCO tape we used

Courtesy: Ye Yang and Tengming Shen, LBL

Thanks Ramesh for the Information!
Summary

• Upcoming US-Japan test of hybrid dipole should be very interesting.

• 77 K test results to be present in details next by Febin Kurian.
Extra Slides
Magnetization Studies as a Function of Temperature (self field only, no applied field above ~4 K)

- Intermediate temperature is obtained by putting some liquid Helium at the bottom of the Dewar and let the temperature get stabilized.

- It has been done many times in the past at BNL. We will have thermometers at the bottom and top of the HTS coils to assure a temperature gradient within a couple of degrees.

- This data should help validate the models and should be helpful for future studies as higher temperature options gets considered time to time.

- Added cost should be evaluated and maybe MDP can support extended studies (this and others)
During the last HTS/LTS hybrid test, the maximum performance of 12.3 T was limited by the LTS coils, and not by the HTS coils. Moreover, it was NOT limited by Nb$_3$Sn coils themselves, as they by themselves worked well. Performance got limited when Nb$_3$Sn coils were energized together with the HTS insert coils.

Theory: Nb$_3$Sn coils were stress/strain limited locally (no intermediate structure to manage or distribute the stresses).

This question/issue is important in all high field Nb$_3$Sn magnets.

All new inserts are planned with intermediate structures. This PSI/BNL test was became a test to overcome the stress limit.

It allowed higher peak field in DCC017 coils (10.7 T => ~12 T)

More interesting what was observed accidently (magnet survived).
High field Nb$_3$Sn coils should include strain as a parameter in such plots.
Even though a record 12.3 T hybrid field was obtained, the performance was not limited by HTS coils. It was limited by the Nb$_3$Sn coils in every HTS/LTS combination. Smaller HTS coils were in direct contact with the larger Nb$_3$Sn coils with no structure in between. This meant a local discontinuity or stress/strain from the pressure of HTS coils on Nb$_3$Sn coils.
HTS Insert Coil Structure in Frame Concept for US-Japan Test (two HTS coils in the 2-in-1 Nb$_3$Sn common coil dipole)

- Two double pancake coils in a common frame
- One double pancake coil in a structure
- Single pancake HTS coil wound around bobbin

Two coils in two aperture
A Unique Background-field Dipole for Magnet R&D

- Nb$_3$Sn, common coil 2-in-1 dipole that allows two insert coils in two aperture
- Structure is designed to provide a large open space (~30 mm X 335 mm)
- New insert coils can be tested in the background field of up to 10 T (+ self-field)
- The insert coils come in direct contact with the existing Nb$_3$Sn coils and therefore become an integral part of the magnet (e.g., HTS/LTS hybrid dipole)
- Facilitates a rapid-turn around, low-cost R&D approach for high field magnets
- The approach has already been successfully demonstrated in several tests
Two Previous HTS/LTS Hybrid Dipole Tests
(Either Field Perpendicular or Field Parallel)

Field Parallel on HTS coils

Field perpendicular (2016 SBIR)

Field Parallel on HTS coils

HTS Coil#1

Insulated coil, applied field primary parallel to the wide face of the 12 mm tape (background field subtracted)

HTS Coil#2

Field parallel (2020 MDP)
HTS Magnetization Studies (with no background field)

- First ramp from 0 to 726A and back to 0
- Second, reverse polarity and ramp up and down to -417A
- Third, ramp to 417A and back to 0
HTS/LTS Hybrid Tests:

- Hold LTS coils at 500 A, 1 kA, 2 kA, 4 kA, 6 kA, and 8 kA. For each background field from LTS, HTS coil is ramped up to 950 A and then back to 0.

- The field is measured at two locations: at the center and also at the edge of the double pancake of the insulated coil.
Suggested Location of Hall Probes in KEK HTS Coils (double pancake)

Possible Locations (marked by X) of Hall probes: at the center, and at two edges of each pancake (5 locations) in SS, and one at each end (2 location). Total 7 Hall probes
Field on the Coil (All calculations at 100 A)
Field on Patch
Field on Coils at the End
Patch at the Middle of the Coils
Feld along z-axis (Hall Probe at z=150 mm)
Field along y-axis (Hall Probe Locations)
Field along y-axis (Hall Probe Locations)
Field along x-axis @y=112.5
Current Ramps Used for Magnetization Experiments
Hall Probe Measurements for Magnetization Cycle

So much data hard to digest
Hall Probe Measurements for Magnetization Cycle

- Low current (Orange)
- High current (Blue)
Hall Probes One Side (low current and high current)

Low current (Orange), High current (Blue)
Hall Probes Other Side (low current and high current)

- Hall probe 7
- Hall probe 6
- Hall Probe 5
- Hall Probe 4
PS Current

Low current (blue), High current (orange)
Decay of Residual Field after Power Supply Shut-off